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Explosive verb form



Explosive verb form

to burst violently 1[intransative, transitive] burst, or make something burst, loud and violent, causing emancipated damage ringing up the bombs exploded all around the city. The work exploded in his hand. exploded something had a big bang as if someone had blown an outdoor rocket. Bomb affinity
experts exploded the device under controlled conditions. comparing employees to get angry/dangerous2[intransative, transitive] (in a person or situation) suddenly becomes angry or dangerous to explode (with something) suddenly Sanders explode with rage. blown (into something) the protesters
exploded in a layoffs. Tensions between the two sides could explode at any time. + Speech Of course there's something wrong! Jim exploded. Express emotion3[intransitive] explode (to/and something) they suddenly expressed an emotion We all exploded in wild street. moving suddenly [intrusive] blown
(into something) suddenly and quickly did something; to move suddenly with a lot of strength after ten minutes, the game exploded into life. making loud noise [intransative] make a sudden noise loudly blown on top. To increase quickly[intransitive] to sudden and very quickly increases in the global blown
population number show something is not true7[transitive] blown something to show that something is not true, especially something that people believe At last, here is a woman's magazine to explode the myth that think equals fair. Thesaurexplodeblow up goes into popping the primer popping all words
that can be used when something is popping apart, causing damage or crash.blown burst loudly and violent, causing damage; to do something burst this way: The Jet breaks through a hill and explode. The bomb exploded under controlled conditions.ringing (something) up (somewhat informal) to be
destroyed by an explosion; To destroy something by an explosion: A police officer was killed when his car is hit.gof (in a bomb) to explode; (in a gun) to be shot: The bomb was cut off in a crowded street. When used on gunfire, the choice of going in (instead of being fired) may suggest that the gunman
was shot by accident.burst to break open or apart, especially because of pressure from inside; to do something this way: A pipe of water burst and flooded cookies in.erupt (in a volcano) thrown out rocks and smoke; (in burning rocks and smoke) to be thrown from a volcano: Mount St. Helens erupts in
1980.primer (somewhat formal) (in a pan) to explode; to make a blown bomb: Two other bombs failed to primer. Model an explode/blown up/blown up/go off/bursts/primer a car/airplane/blown car/blown up a firefighting job/blown rocket/go to verbexeplosion adjecje noununex blastexplode
adjectivexeplode news verbexplosion adjective nounexplode adjectiveSe explode into the Oxford Advanced Dictionary Learner: pronunciation to show more... Trending in His View For: All Over 10 Years 50 Years Past 100 Last 300 Years in Other Languages Translates Your Texts for Free Source
Definition of Explosives from Collins Angle to New Dictionary from Collins Quick Challenge Word Review: 1 – Note: 0/5 I sang in an effort to make it up. Always had things to think about when he was walking. Upon his arrival, Elaine met at the bus station. Your note: A Jewish funeral society, usually
composed of non-profit volunteers who provide funerals to congregation members for our newsletter to get updates and access to Students besides updates and offers my endorsement up International Volunteer Day International Volunteer Day (sometimes abbreviated IVD) takes place every year on
December 5th. It is an 'International Day' established by the United Nations to recognize and promote the contribution made by volunteers and volunteer organizations of people's welfare across the globe. Read more 11 words and phrases from Nottingham Eh Up, I Duck! Here are a few words and
phrases you could hear in Nottingham and entourage areas! Read more World Kindness Day on This Friday, November 13 is the World Kindness Day, a day of conscience launched in 1998 with the purpose of promoting the acts of nonprofits, organizations, and countries. Read more Collins English
Dictionary Apps Download our English Dictionary apps – available for both iOS and Android. Read more Collins Dictionaries for our schools new online dictionaries for schools to provide a safe and appropriate environment for children. And best of all it's free ads, so sign up now and start using in the
house or in the classroom. Read more Word list We have nearly 200 list of words from subject as vary as type butterfly, jackets, currencies, vegetables and noses! Etize your friends with new-found knowledge! Read more Join the Collins Community All the Latest Words News, Sights Linguistics, Offers
and Monthly Competitions. Read more Scrabble score 'explosives': 21 explosive· praise | \cycle-ˈsplōd\intransative verb 1: they detonate with sudden violence or noise from internal energy: such as a : undergoing a quick or nuclear chemical reaction with the production of noise, heat, with violent
expansion of gas dinamite blown b: to detonate violent like a result of pressure from the 2a : giving a sudden loud and noise from Burburst of emotion blown to b anger : to move with sudden speed and force exploded from the starting 3 threshold: increase Rapidly the population of the city has exploded 4:
suggest a blast (as in appearance or effect) explode trees and verbs transitive flowers verbs : because they explode or detonate a bomb 2: they bring in discrete or discredit explode a theory 3 achaics : to drive from the step by noises disaproval verbWord Familyexplode verbexplosion nounexplosive
adjective noununex adjectifVerb form presents simple i/you/n/n/them to explode it/read/it blown past simple past involvement -ing blown form jump in other results [intransative, transitive] burst (=breaking apart) or doing something burst loud and violent, resulting in damage emancipated up second bombs
exploded in a crowded market. The work exploded in his hand. blown something Bomb Affinity experts had blown the device under controlled conditions. There was a big bang as if someone had blown an outdoor rocket. Synonyms explode upgo offbursterptuptdetonesethese is all words that can be used
when something breaks apart violent, causing damage or injury. blown burst (=break open or apart) loudly and violent, causing damage; to do something burst this way: The Jet breaks through a hill and explode. The bomb exploded under controlled conditions.ringing (something) up to be destroyed by
an explosion; to destroy something by an explosion: a police officer was killed when his car was lowered.go off (in a bomb) to explode; (in a gun) to be shot: The bomb was cut off in a crowded street. When used on gunfire, the choice of going in (instead of 'to be fired') may suggest that the gunman was
shot by accident.burst to break open or apart, especially because of pressure from inside; to do something this way: this balloon will be burst.erupt (in a volcano) thrown out rocks and smoke; (of burning rocks and smoke) to be thrown from a volcano.primer (rather formal) (in a pan) to explode; to make a
blown bomb: Two other bombs failed to primer. Patternsa bomb explode/blown up/going off/clash/detonatesa machine/airplane/blown machine/breathless work/rocket explode/go gun cutting go in comparison implodeExtra ExamplesThe chemical is able to explode on contact with water. A bomb was
dropped but the device failed to explode. The jet breaks through a hill and explode. My heart was almost blown into battle. Subject Wars and Controversials1Oxford Colocation Dictionary Dictionarybsimultanlyacentlyaccidentlyprematurely... verbs + full-blown entries [intransative, transitive] (in a person or
situation) suddenly become angry or dangerous tensions between the two sides could explode at any time. explode with something sudden Charles exploded with rage. exploded into something the protesters had blown into a riots. + speech 'Of course there's something wrong!' Germs exploded. Extra
EgzanpShe almost exploded with anger. A disagree over the public spending is set to explode. Topics Dangerc2, Sentimentsc2Oxford Collocations Dictionarybaryliterallynearlypractly... verb + blown on tobe ready tobe set of... prepositions full of [intransative] entries explode (in/and something) suddenly
express an emotionWe all explode in wild street. Oxford Collocations Dictionarybliterallynearpractly... verb + blown on tobe ready tobe set of... prepossing full entry [intransative] blown (into something) suddenly and quickly does something; to move suddenly and a lot of fosAfter's ten-minute game
exploded into life. It's sudden in action. Oxford Collocations Dictionarybliterallynearpractly... verb + blown on tobe ready tobe set of... presumption full of entries [intransative] makes a sudden noise very loudly blown on top. [intransative] increased suddenly and very quickly in numbers blown world
population Oxford Colloxford Dictionaryballynelypractly ... verb + blown on tobe ready tobe set of... Preposition full entry [transitive] blown something to show that something is not true, especially something that people believeAt last, a woman's magazine exploded the myth that equal thinking is beautiful.
The report exploded theory that there was a conspiracy. Word originmid 16th cents. (in essence 'slammed'): from Latin blown 'drive out by klappse, it cuts the step', from ex' + plaudere 'to bat'. Sense (7) is from the original sense of the word. Senses (1) (late 18th centre.) evolved through an old
'unexplained sense of violence and noise suddenly', perhaps influenced by unpluged 'popping with a noise'. Watch the Exploding Oxford Advanced DictionarySe DictionarySe explode in the Oxford Learner Dictionary in English
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